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Initial Remarks on perfSONAR
 Over the last few years WLCG sites have converged on perfSONAR as their way to
measure and monitor their networks for data-intensive science.
 Not easy to get global consensus but we have it now. Now mandated by all LHC VOs

 Globally distributed infrastructure requires network measurement to:
Understand and baseline network capacity between resource sites
 Identify and quickly fix network problems
 Inform higher-level services for decision support in network use
A Modular dashboard (MaDDash) is critical for “visibility” into networks. We
can’t manage/fix/respond-to problems if we can’t “see” them.
OMD/Check_mk (used to monitor and verify the state of many globally distributed
perfSONAR services) is required to maintain the overall proper functioning of the
monitoring infrastructure.
The development of the “mesh-configuration” and corresponding GUI interface was
critical to creating a scalable, manageable deployment for WLCG/OSG
Having perfSONAR fully deployed with a global dashboard
is giving us powerful options for better management and use of our network
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Vision for perfSONAR-PS in WLCG/OSG
 Primary Goals:
 Find and isolate “network” problems; alerting in a timely way
 Characterize network use (base-lining)
 Provide a source of network metrics for higher level services
 First step: get monitoring in place to create a baseline
of the current situation between sites
 Next: continuing measurements to track the network,
alerting on problems as they develop
 Choice of a standard “tool/framework”: perfSONAR
 We want to benefit from the R&E community consensus
 perfSONAR’s purpose is to aid in network diagnosis
by allowing users to characterize and isolate problems.
It provides measurements of network performance metrics over
time as well as “on-demand” tests.
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Network Awareness
 Since it’s part of my presentation title we should cover this! (More on this on my
Wednesday talk)
 Networks underlie our distributed computing model but are historically only
indirectly visible. This led many to feel most problems with a WAN involved were
network problems (and sometimes that was true).
 perfSONAR is part of an evolving infrastructure where the network plays a much
more visible role. With perfSONAR we can monitor our network, understand
capacity, find bottlenecks and detect problems. It is NOT the only thing we need.
 With Software Defined Networking slowly creeping into our network hardware we
will have more opportunity in the future to integrate the network we need into our
end-to-end systems.
 The goal is to make the network visible and controllable to improve our
infrastructure, avoid congestion, work around failures and improve
efficiency.
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Challenges Deploying/Supporting perfSONAR
 So I think we would all agree there are good reasons to deploy and use
perfSONAR (pause for dissent…………)


But I also know some sites have had more “work” than planned in doing this

 Our original goal was to provide something that was as much “set-it-and-forget-it”
as possible.




Hard: A complex set of services deployed in many ways on heterogeneous hardware.
Compared to other services required for LHC it is still not very difficult to deploy or upgrade.
Ease of installation and management still a primary motivator for us.

 Issues encountered [solutions]
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Difficulty installing because of hardware specifics or need to integrate with build systems.
[https://twiki.opensciencegrid.org/bin/view/Documentation/DeployperfSONAR]
Misconfiguration apparently still to easy to have happen [Mesh-config, check_mk tests]
Tests stop running or stop gathering metrics [New 3.4.2 version coming]
Disks filling, services take too many resources [Reconfig logging; default 3.4.2; mem too small]
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Improving perfSONAR
 We are hard at work identifying issues and working with the perfSONAR
developers to get us where we want to be.


WLCG/OSG is larger than other user communities. Because of our scale and use-cases we
often identify weaknesses not easily found by smaller deployments.

 We are providing “user/admin” interfaces to make the system more valuable for
everyone.





Service/host monitoring via OMD/Check_MK (see URLs at end)
MaDDash to expose results
Central OSG Network Datastore to provide one-stop access to all metrics

 We have a testbed to try new versions of perfSONAR out at suitable scale before
new releases are made.
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Nebraska participates; very helpful to identify subtle issues; being used to vet 3.4.2RC now.
See MaDDash at https://maddash.aglt2.org/maddashwebui/index.cgi?dashboard=perfSONAR%20Testbed
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Monitoring/Managing perfSONAR
 Our WLCG working group (Network and Transfer
Metrics WG) is organizing and managing our
perfSONAR deployment.


https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/NetworkTransferMetrics
 Email wlcg-perfsonar-support ‘at’ cern.ch

 OSG is providing our core services:






MaDDash GUI for perfSONAR metrics
OMD/Check_Mk (Nagios system to monitor base
services)
Network datastore (using perfSONAR
Esmond
measurement archive)
Mesh-creation and management system
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OMD/Check_MK
We are using OMD & Check_MK to monitor our perfSONAR
hosts and services. Provides useful overview of status/problems
https://psomd.grid.iu.edu/WLCGperfSONAR/check_mk/
[Requires x509 in your browser]
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MaDDash for Network Metric Visualization
Visibility of our perfSONAR metrics are being exposed using Esnet’s
MaDDash (Monitoring and Debugging Dashboard) which presents a
quick way to see the status of our network measurements.
The colors indicate status (based upon configured levels) where “OK”
is green, “WARNING” is yellow and “CRITICAL” is red.

What we don’t want to see is orange which indicates the
measurement data is not available.
On the right are the US CMS bandwidth and latency meshes as of
today: http://psmad.grid.iu.edu/maddashwebui/index.cgi?dashboard=USCMS%20Mesh%20Config
For debugging examples see my talk from APAN August 2014:
http://www.apan.net/meetings/Nantou2014/Sessions/LHCONE/LHCO
NE_perfSONAR_status-APAN.pdf
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OSG Network Datastore
 A critical component is the
datastore to organize and store
the network metrics and
associated metadata


OSG has begun gathering
relevant metrics from the
complete set of OSG and WLCG
perfSONAR instances
 This data will be available via an
API, must be visualized and must
be organized to provide the
“OSG Networking Service”
 Targeting a production service
by mid-summer


Examples at end of slides
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Near Term Goals: Where Are We Going?
 We are working on a number of improvements. Perhaps the most important one
should be released this week: perfSONAR 3.4.2. Everyone who installed 3.4
should “automatically” update within 24-hours (unless you turned it off )
 The OSG Network Datastore as our repository of network measurements is
targeting a production-ready date of July 2015. This is planned to be a
permanent archive of all WLCG/OSG perfSONAR metrics going forward.
 Improvements in MaDDash data presentation (linking labels back to toolkit
instances, more customization options, bug-fixes)
 Development of PuNDIT agents that use perfSONAR measurements to identify
(in near real-time) network problems and a corresponding central service to
localize where those problems are coming from.
 Longer term improvements in perfSONAR regarding network topology and in
support problem characterization and reporting
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Discussions / Demos
 I wanted to reserve time for an open discussion about your
experiences with perfSONAR
 What

issues do you have?

 What

would you like to know more about?

 Do

you know where to go to get information?

 Questions, comments, suggestions?

Floor is open….
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Further reference

ADDITIONAL SLIDES
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Relevant URLs For More Information
 OSG/WLCG documentation “tree” at
https://twiki.opensciencegrid.org/bin/view/Documentation/DeployperfSONAR
 perfSONAR documentation at http://docs.perfsonar.net/
 Troubleshooting information at http://fasterdata.es.net/performancetesting/network-troubleshooting-quick-reference-guide/
 OMD/Check_MK (use a browser with your x509 cert!):
https://psomd.grid.iu.edu/WLCGperfSONAR/check_mk/index.py?start_url=%2F
WLCGperfSONAR%2Fcheck_mk%2Fdashboard.py
 MaDDash: (prototype) https://maddash.aglt2.org/maddashwebui/index.cgi?dashboard=USCMS%20Mesh%20Config (production; relies
upon datastore) http://psmad.grid.iu.edu/maddashwebui/index.cgi?dashboard=USCMS%20Mesh%20Config
 PuNDIT project http://pundit.gatech.edu/
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perfSONAR Global Deployment Trend
As of February 2015 there
are almost 1300 perfSONAR
deployments worldwide.

The OSG/LHC deployment
accounts for 247 of those.
The figure on the right shows
the deployment count by
version of perfSONAR along
with some events highlighted
in time via the red arrows.
Security issues in the
underlying OS for
perfSONAR helped motivate
the upgrade to v3.4
Diagram courtesy of Jason Zurawski/ESnet
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OSG Datastore Details
 esmond – Postgress + Cassandra


populated by RSV probes

 REST API available – python/perl libs


curl "http://archive.example.net/esmond/perfsonar/archive/fce0483e51de49aaa7fcf8884d053134/histogramowdelay/base?time-range=86400"

 Data organized in events










packet-trace
histogram-owdelay – one way delays over time period
ntp-delay – round trip delay time to NTP server
packet-loss-rate – number of packets lost/packets sent
packet-count-sent – packets sent
packet-count-lost – packets lost
packet-retransmits – packets retransmitted for a transfer using TCP
throughput – observer amount of data sent over period of time
failures – record of test failures
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Datastore Structure
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Data Examples: Throughput vs OWdelay vs Trace
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